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Flow Dependency of Background Errors and their Vertical
Correlations for Radiance–Data Assimilation
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Abstract: The present paper examines the dependency of background error statistics on synoptic conditions and flow patterns. Error
variances and vertical correlations of background temperatures as used for variational radiance–data assimilation are estimated for
two different weather regimes over Europe using the NMC–method and real observations, i. e. radiosonde data and microwave
satellite radiances. Results are generalised with half a year of global data from the ECMWF forecasting system, where weather
conditions are distinguished using model fields of windspeed, mean sea level pressure, and vorticity. Strong winds and cyclonal
flow generally induce larger background errors of 500 hPa temperature and broader temperature correlations with other tropospheric
levels than calm wind, high pressure, and anticyclonal flow.Copyright c© 0000 Royal Meteorological Society
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1 Introduction

Model background errors in terms of variances and covari-
ances play an essential role in variational data assimi-
lation. The often claimed optimality of variational solu-
tions is guaranteed only if several conditions are fulfilled,
that include, among others, the correctness of background
error specification. The specification of these errors is dif-
ficult, however. Collocations of background fields with
radiosonde data were used (e. g. Watts and McNally,
1988), but radiosonde error and error of representative-
ness contribute to the statistics and in general the num-
ber of collocations is poor over sea and in the southern
hemisphere, which limits statistical significance. Often
background error statistics are derived from differences of
short range forecasts with different forecast range, how-
ever same valid time (NMC–method, Parrish and Derber,
1981), therefore. The technical implementation is straight
forward and the results are useful, the theoretical jus-
tification, however, is difficult (Bouttier, 1994). Never-
theless, the statistical NMC–method provides reasonable
estimates of background error variances and covariances
that have been applied in many variational assimilation
schemes. Alternatively also differences from ensemble
forecasts are used (e. g. Buehner, 2005) and resulting
background error statistics are applied at the European
Centre for Medium–Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF,
Fisher and Andersson, 2001).

With the NMC–technique the grid point results are
usually averaged over latitude and time and in doing so
also over all synoptic conditions and flow patterns. Results
of the method for the forecasting system of the ECMWF
show a clear dependency of background errors on latitude
(McNally, 2000 and Fig. 8). Two regimes of error cor-
relations can be distinguished, the tropics and the extra
tropics, that are separated at about 40o latitude north and

south with a seasonal shift of about 10o to 15o. For the
individual case and grid point the background errors can
differ essentially, however, which results in potentially
suboptimal use of satellite radiances. Therefore, the inter-
est in adapted and flow dependent background error esti-
mates has increased in recent years. The estimation of
background errors at individual grid points by a Kalman
filter (Kalman, 1960, e. g. Cohn, 1997) is in general too
costly for operational weather forecasting. Developments
of more efficient derivates such as ensemble Kalman filter-
ing (e. g. Evensen, 1994 or Evensen, 2003) or local ensem-
ble transformed Kalman filter (Ottet al., 2004) exist.

Not only the specification, also the application of
adaptive background errors within variational assimilation
schemes is technically and mathematically demanding.
Once the adapted background errors are derived, its usage
poses severe constraints on the design of the variational
assimilation system as the resulting background error
covariance matrix must be positive definite and because it
has to be inverted efficiently (together with added obser-
vation errors or not) in any formulation. Physical space
assimilation schemes (PSAS, minimisation takes place in
observation space, see Daley and Barker, 2001) are better
suited to use adaptive background errors (Courtier, 1997).
This is important for 3D-Var systems; within 4D–Var the
background errors are implicitly evolving in model time,
but their initial values are usually reset every time for the
next 4D–Var cycle and a better initialisation should be
beneficial as well.

Vertical background error correlations are especially
important for the assimilation of satellite soundings,
because of their limited vertical resolution on their own.
These correlations describe the vertical distribution of
information and are crucial in order to retrieve optimal
vertical resolution from the new generation hyperspec-
tral infrared instruments (AIRS, IASI), which is still low
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compared to topical model resolutions with 90 and more
vertical levels and also compared to radiosonde data.

Section 2 of the presented paper compares verti-
cal background error structures of a stable high pressure
area with fair weather conditions with errors derived for
a stormy scenario with strong westerly winds and lots
of rain over Europe. Results obtained from the NMC–
method are confirmed using radiosonde data and AMSU–
A microwave radiances. In Section 3 global conditional
background error estimates based on the NMC–method
are compared for different synoptical conditions that are
distinguished by various model variables. Section 4 pro-
vides conclusion together with an outlook towards param-
eterisation of background errors using suitable model vari-
ables as predictors.

2 Background errors of two different synoptical con-
ditions over Europe

Two test cases are selected that are representative for two
very different weather regimes. The first period is 3–9
August 2003 that shows a large and stable high pressure
area over central Europe with low winds and high surface
temperatures. The second period is 6–12 January 2004
with strong persistent westerly winds and lots of rain.
Averages of 500 hPa geopotential heigh and windspeed
are displayed for period one and two in Fig. 1 and 2,
respectively.

2.1 Background statistics derived from NMC–method

Mean background error variances and mean vertical
covariances of temperature of the two periods and given
domain are estimated by 48 h-24 h differences of ECMWF
forecasts using the NMC–method (no further scaling of
differences is applied). In areas with low data coverage
and further downstream the NMC-method has potential
problems, because in these cases the shorter range forecast
does not benefit much from the later analysis it is started
from. Over Europe data coverage is high and results of the
NMC-method are considered reasonable.

The vertical distributions of mean error covariances
and correlations with the 500 hPa level are presented in
Fig. 3. The 500 hPa temperature variance of the stormy
scenario in January is about 1.4 K2, which is much larger
than that of the high pressure period in August with
only about 0.3 K2. Also the covariances of 500 hPa with
other tropospheric height levels are significantly larger for
the period in January, e. g. the covariance with 700 hPa
is about 0.64 K2 in January and negligible in August.
Temperature covariances with the stratospheric levels (at
200 hPa) are strongly negative and again much stronger
(larger in absolute value) in January.

These stronger error variances and covariances in
January can be well explained with a higher variability
of the weather regime and with location or phase errors of
weather events according to the stronger winds.

Also the correlations are significantly broader in
January, which is to be expected when they are induced

by large location errors that may dominate the statistics.
The 500 hPa–700 hPa correlation is 0.39 in January and
0.055 in August. The correlation of these two levels
is considered especially important, since it defines the
vertical distribution of information of satellite radiances
in the mid and lower troposphere. Forecast quality was
found to be very sensitive to errors in this vertical region
(McNally 2002). Similar results are obtained e. g. also for
the 500 hPa–850 hPa correlations.

Figure 4 shows the mean geographical forecasts dis-
tributions of the 500 hPa–700 hPa temperature correla-
tions for the selected periods in August and January. In the
August period the correlations are even negative in large
parts where the wind speeds are lowest (see Fig. 1). The
strong winds in January come along with strong positive
correlations exceeding 0.8 (see Fig. 2). The horizontal dis-
tribution is rather small scale in both cases, which can be
explained by the small sample sizes of only seven days.

2.2 Validation of background error statistics with obser-
vations

The qualitative differences of the vertical background
error structures are validated in the following with real
observations in order to guarantee that they are not related
to artefacts of the NMC–method. Innovation statistics
(differences between observation and model background
equivalents) of radiosonde data and AMSU–A microwave
radiances are used to confirm the results of the NMC–
method.

These departures include background errors, obser-
vation errors, errors of representativity, and in case of
radiances also simulation errors. It is possible to separate
observation and background errors after Hollingsworth
and Lonnberg (1986), Lonnberg and Hollingsworth
(1986), or e. g. Desroziers and Ivanov (2001), however,
larger samples and longer periods of selected weather
regimes would be required. Since it is expected that
mainly background errors change depending on the
selected scenario, the size of the innovations provides
indications on systematic differences of these.

2.2.1 Radiosonde data

Error statistics of radiosonde temperature departures are
computed for both periods and the domain given in Fig. 1.
Only radiosondes of good quality are sampled that had
been operationally assimilated with 4D–Var at ECMWF.
This is also true for all latter radiosonde statistics. The data
of every radiosonde is binned into 16 pressure levels rang-
ing from 1000 hPa to 5 hPa by averaging all radiosonde
level data matching the same pressure bin. In this way
each radiosonde has equal weight independently on the
number of individual levels of measurement.

Departures of the binned radiosonde data are then
computed against model background and analysis of
ECMWF 4D–Var∗. The vertical distribution of rms tem-
perature departures and the correlations with the 500 hPa

∗Because of this binning and averaging of the radiosonde datathe
computed rms differences decrease compared to statistics based on the
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FLOW DEPENDENCY OF BACKGROUND ERRORS 3

Figure 1. ECMWF 500 hPa geopotential height (left) and wind speed (right) averages of 0 UTC analysis for period 3–9 August 2003
representing a scenario with low winds and high screen leveltemperatures. Domain is 40o to 60o latitude and -20o to 20o longitude

covering central Europe.

Figure 2. As Fig. 1, but for period 6–12 January 2004 representing a weather regime with strong westerly winds and lots of rain.

pressure level for radiosondes valid at 0 UTC are dis-
played in Fig. 5, for 12 UTC in Fig. 6. For better compar-
ison of the values for selected levels see also Tab. I. The
0 UTC and 12 UTC radiosonde statistics are very similar,
the rms errors tend to be slightly larger for 12 UTC and
the 500 hPa–700 hPa correlation is weaker at 12 UTC than
at 0 UTC in January.

Consistently with the results of the NMC–method,
the rms errors of the 500 hPa temperature departures of
the winter period are larger than in summer. Again the
500 hPa–700 hPa correlations are larger in winter. Also
the negative correlations between 500 hPa and 200 hPa are
consistently more pronounced for the winter period.

When comparing radiosonde statistics and the results
of the NMC–method (Fig. 3, Tab. I), it seems that rms
errors and 500 hPa–700 hPa temperature correlations are
very similar in August, whereas in January the NMC–
method shows a stronger increase both in rms errors
and in the correlations, than the radiosonde statistics. An
explanation could be that the NMC–method is based on

full set of available level data. Correlations between any two vertical
bins are computed for all radiosondes that covers these two bins, not
necessarily all the other bins as well. In this way also radiosondes
that do not cover a complete accent can be used and the sample size
is essentially increased. The resulting correlations become statistically
more significant in this way. The computed correlation matrix remains
symmetric, however, not necessarily positive definite.

August January
time level [hPa] RMS [K] COR [1] RMS [K] COR [1]

radiosondes
500 0.56 0.730 UTC
700 0.55

0.01
0.80

0.23

500 0.65 0.7412 UTC
700 0.60

0.00
0.83

0.15

NMC–method
0 UTC 500 0.55 0.055 1.2 0.39

Table I. Rms and correlation of radiosonde departures against
4D–Var of ECMWF at 500 hPa and 700 hPa for the summer and
winter period as given in Figs. 5 and 6. Because model biases are
negligible, the rms values of the NMC-statistic are based onthe

variances as shown in Fig. 3.

differences of forecasts that twice include location errors
or phase problems, which leads to large and correlated
errors that have significant impact on the statistics.

The analysis departures are displayed as well in
Figs. 5 and 6, which show how much the fit of the model
to the observations is improved by the analysis compared
to the background. In general the rms of the 500 hPa tem-
perature analysis is between 0.4 K and 0.5 K, that is an
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4 R. HESS

Figure 3. Distributions of vertical temperature error covariances (left) and correlations (right) with 500 hPa level accordingto NMC–
method for the scenarios in January (black) and August (grey). Domain as in Figs. 1 and 2.

Figure 4.Geographical distribution of temperature error correlations between 500 hPa and 700 hPa as estimated with 48 h-24 h forecast
differences of ECMWF using the NMC–method in August (left) and January (right).

Figure 5. Rms temperature departures of radiosonde data against
ECMWF 4D–Var background and analysis and correlations of
departures with 500 hPa level. Background departures are insolid
lines, analysis departures are dashed. Radiosondes are valid at
0 UTC. Summer (top) and winter (bottom) period. The reported
radiosonde observations at individual levels are binned into the
given pressure levels. The number of observations represent the
number of radiosondes, therefore, rather than the total number of

reports at individual levels.

Figure 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for radiosondes valid for 12 UTC.

upper limit for the error of representativity. The observa-
tion error of radiosondes that includes representativity is
0.76 K at ECMWF for the system being used. The smaller
background departures in August thus have a significant
contribution from observation errors, the increase in Jan-
uary is caused by larger background errors.

As a conclusion of this section it can be stated
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FLOW DEPENDENCY OF BACKGROUND ERRORS 5

Figure 7. Rms brightness temperature departures and correlations
with Channel 6 of AMSU–A of NOAA–16. Summer (top) and winter
(bottom) period. Background departures are in solid lines,analysis
departures from ECMWF 4D–Var are dashed. Radiances are valid

around 0 UTC.

that the radiosonde statistics confirm the results of the
NMC–method, which indicates that model errors in the
troposphere are larger and broader for the period in
January than in August, although the signal is smaller for
the radiosonde statistics.

2.2.2 AMSU–A radiances

In the following also satellite radiances are used to val-
idate the theory of different forecast error structures
for different synoptical situations. Brightness temperature
departures of AMSU–A of NOAA–16 are computed for
the selected time periods and domain, and rms differ-
ences are presented together with correlations of Chan-
nel AMSU–A 6 in Fig. 7. Channel 6 has its highest
sensitivity at about 400 hPa, Channel 5 peaks at about
750 hPa with considerable impact from surface emissivity.
The rms differences are small in general (Tab. II) com-
pared to the radiosonde departures (Tab. I). Because of the
broad weighting functions and their implicit averaging,
the microwave departures are not quantitatively compara-
ble to the in situ measurements of the radiosondes. More-
over, the sensitivity of Channel 5 (and to a small extent
also of Channel 6) to surface emission may affect the
statistics. The size of the temperature departures, never-
theless, correspond well to the assumed observation errors
for Channels 5 and 6 of 0.25 K of ECMWF.

The results confirm that the departures are larger
for the period in winter. Also the correlations between
Channel 5 and 6 are not strictly comparable to those of the
radiosonde departures, however, the signal of the broader
correlations in the troposphere in winter is qualitatively
confirmed. Significance of these results, that are based on
periods of one week only, will be addressed in Sec. 3.

August January
Channel RMS [K] COR [1] RMS [K] COR [1]

5 0.21 0.25
6 0.15

0.22
0.19

0.37

Table II. Rms and correlation of departures of Channels AMSU–A 5
and 6 of NOAA–16 for the summer and winter period in the northern

hemisphere as shown in Fig. 7.

3 Global conditional error statistics

The findings of Sec. 2 on the dependency of background
errors on synoptic conditions are restricted so far to two
selected time periods and the domain covering Europe.
In this section the previous results are generalised with
global statistics based on ECMWF model fields with a
resolution of 5o×5o for 0 UTC aplying the NMC–method
again. Half a year of data, i. e. April to September 2003, is
used to provide statistically significant sample size.

Figure 8 shows 500 hPa temperature standard devi-
ation and its correlation with the 700 hPa level for all
weather conditions. The results correspond to those given
in McNally (2000): There are two regimes with very
different error structure, the tropics and the extra trop-
ics. In the tropics the standard errors are smaller and
the correlations are sharper. The latter is shown here for
500 hPa–700 hPa correlations, but it is similar for cor-
relations between other tropospheric levels as well. The
dependency on latitude is commonly known and already
accounted for in variational data assimilation schemes.
In this and all later NMC–statistics biases are negligible
compared to the shown standard deviations.

In the following sampling of NMC–statistics is car-
ried out in depedence of analysed model fields of wind
speed, mean sea level pressure, and vorticity in order to
select different weather conditions and to generate condi-
tional background error statistics. Other variables includ-
ing cloud coverage at different height levels habe been
tested as well, but the results are less significant and they
are not presented in detail, therefore.

3.1 Windspeed

The data of half a year has been sampled for situations
with windspeed at 500 hPa exceeding 15 m s−1 and being
lower than 10 m s−1. The resulting standard deviation
of 500 hPa temperature error and the 500 hPa–700 hPa
correlations are displayed in Fig. 9. There are only few
cases with high wind speeds in the tropics and the results
are not shown in these areas, therefore. Likewise there
are only few cases with low wind speed in the sea south
of Afrika, which is blacklisted as well. In the northern
latitudes the standard deviation of 500 hPa temperature
forecast error is significantly larger for high wind speed
with values around 1.4 K in comparison with low wind
speed and errors about 0.8 K in average. Similarly in the
southern latitudes, however, the signal is weaker. Also the
500 hPa–700 hPa temperature correlations are stronger for
high wind speeds.
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6 R. HESS

Figure 8. 500 hPa temperature error standard deviation (left) and 500hPa–700hPa correlations (right) of 48 h-24 h forecasts of ECMWF
valid for the same time, mean from April to September 2003. Geographical sampling is based on a5o×5

o grid. No restriction for special
situations is applied.

Figure 9. As Fig. 8, but sampling is restricted to analysed windspeed at 500 hPa more than 15 m s−1 (top) and less than 10 m s−1 (bottom).
Statistics of areas with less than ten samples are considered not significant and kept blank.

3.2 Mean sea level pressure

Sampling of the statistics depending on mean sea level
pressure at the value 1013 hPa shows significantly larger
errors for low pressure than for high pressure both in
northern and southern high latitudes, see Fig. 10.

The error correlations are slighly larger for low pres-
sure than for high pressure. In most of the tropical areas
there are only few cases in either one or the other sample.
Nevertheless, the remaining errors and error correlations

of the tropics show no significant dependency on mean
sea level pressure.

These results for the extra tropics are consistent
with those of the separation by wind speed, since low
pressure usually comes along with high winds, whereas
high pressure areas are more often calm.

3.3 Vorticity

Results of the sampling for vorticity at 500 hPa above
0.4 1/s and below -0.4 1/s are presented in Fig. 11. Strong
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Figure 10.As Fig. 8, but sampling is restricted to analysed mean sea level pressure more than 1013 hPa (top) and less than 1013 hPa
(bottom).

vorticities (in absolute values) exist only at higher lati-
tudes, no results are obtained for the tropics, therefore.
Cyclonal vorticity (positive in the northern and negative
in the southern hemisphere) shows mean standard devia-
tion of 500 hPa temperature error of about 1.4 K, whereas
it is around 0.7 K, half of size, for anticyclonal flows.
This signal of the dependency is stronger than for wind
speed and mean sea level pressure, however the selec-
tion of cases is more rigorous, since cases with weak
vorticity less than 0.4 1/s in absolute value are neglected.
The obtained standard deviations correspond well to those
of the NMC–method for the selected time periods and
European domain, see Tab. I (the biases are negligible).
Also the correlations between 500 hPa and 700 hPa show
a strong dependency on vorticity. Cyclonal flows, which
goes along with low pressure and high wind speeds,
induce significantly larger error correlations than anticy-
clonal scenarios.

This dependency exists also for other levels as well;
in Fig. 12 the temperature error correlations between
500 hPa and 300 hPa are presented for the same selection
based on vorticity. Cyclonal vorticity results in very strong
negative correlations, extremely for the northern, but also
for the southern latitudes. The results for the anticyclonal
cases are diverse, including strong negative and positive
error correlations. In average they are negative, but obvi-
ously much weaker than for cyclonal flows.

4 Conclusion and Outlook

It is shown that vertical structure of background errors
of ECMWF forecasts significantly depend on the actual
weather regime. There are not only systematic differences
between the tropics and the extra tropics as commonly
accepted, also the synoptic conditions have comparable
impact that has been presented for temperature errors at
500 hPa and their error correlations with 700 hPa and other
levels. This dependency is shown by studies for selected
scenarios over Europe using the NMC–method and with
real observations, strictly speaking with radiosondes and
AMSU–A microwave radiances. The results are further
confirmed and generalised with half a year of global
model data from ECMWF by the NMC–method.

In general larger and broader temperature forecast
errors exist in the troposphere for synoptic conditions that
are in common sense identified asbad weather, in terms
of model fields defined as high windspeed, low pressure
and cyclonal flow, etc. Calm winds, high pressure and
anticyclonal flow, commonly related tofine weatheron
the other hand, show much smaller errors and weaker
vertical correlations. The larger and broader errors for
high windspeeds can be well explained with location
errors of synoptical events as already stated in McNally
(2000). These location errors may also be the reason
that the NMC–method gives significant larger background
errors for high winds than the radiosonde departures,
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8 R. HESS

Figure 11.As Fig. 8, but sampling is restricted to analysed 500 hPa vorticity more than 0.4 1/s (top) and less than -0.4 1/s (bottom).

since differences of forecasts are evaluated for the NMC–
method that both may have location errors. For calm
wind the error statistics of radiosonde departures and the
NMC–method are similar, but the radiosonde departures
could have a significant contribution of the errors of
representativity.

In the paper emphasis is given more on qualitative
than quantitative dependencies of error statistics espe-
cially for the selection of model fields that are used as pre-
dictors to select different weather regimes for the global
NMC–statistics. The next step would be to find quanti-
tative results and to parameterise background error vari-
ances and their covariances depending on the synoptic
conditions, where model variables may be used as predic-
tors. The commonly accepted and well established latitude
dependency of background errors can likely be related to
the weather conditions and treated implicitly in this way.
A straight forward approach would be the use of a linear
combination of background errors for special conditions
based on predictors, where model fields or observations
can be used. In the case of e. g. model vorticityϕ as pre-
dictor, there could be background error correlation matri-
ces for the tropicsCtrop and for cyclonal and anticyclonal
vorticity in the extra tropicsCcyc andCacyc, respectively.
The parameterised background error correlation matrix
could be a homotopy like

C(ϕ) = (1−|ϕ|) Ctrop +

{

|ϕ| Ccyc for ϕ cyclonal
|ϕ| Cacyc for ϕ anticycl.

whenϕ is scaled between -1 and 1.

Once the adaptive background errors are modeled,
their application within operational assimilation schemes
is also demanding and poses severe technical constraints,
especially if not only vertical but also horizontal cor-
relations are considered as well as for 3D– or 4D–Var
schemes. It is a major challenge to guarantee that the
generated background error covariance matrix remains
positive (semi–)definite. It is not required to build and
store the matrix as a whole, however, it needs to be
inverted efficiently with or without additional terms for
the observation errors, depending on the formulation of
the applied assimilation scheme. Physical space analysis
systems (PSAS) are considered more appropriate to use
locally defined background errors and covariances, since
background error models can be implemented in a simpler
way.
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Figure 12.As Fig. 11 (right), but for correlations between 500 hPa
and 300 hPa.
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